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Executive Summary
Contact tracing technologies can potentially help
health organizations and governments stop the
spread of COVID-19 by finding and isolating people
who have been in contact with Coronavirus
carriers. However, they also pose serious threats
to privacy, as they are based on identifying and
analyzing contacts between individuals. Also,
their effectiveness depends heavily on people’s
behavior, particularly on the proportion of people
who install and use the technology. This behavior
may be influenced by people’s perceptions of the
technologies’ utility or by their perceptions of
the potential privacy threats that may originate
from personal information collection. The fast
pace of the deployment of these technologies
puts individuals into “privacy shock”: the need
to immediately form an attitude regarding a new
privacy threat and to determine the tradeoff
between privacy and utility.
This report analyzes two contact tracing
technologies that were introduced by the
Israeli government during the early days of the
Coronavirus crisis: a privacy-preserving mobile
application (“HaMagen,” meaning “the Shield”
in Hebrew) and centralized cellular tracking by
Israel’s General Secret Service (“The Tool”). The
two technologies provide a natural experiment
that examines how the characteristics of
surveillance technologies shape user’s “privacy
shock.” We explore how these characteristics affect
the way people interact with these technologies, as
well as their overall success. In this case study, we
first analyze the technologies’ architectures and
the privacy threats they pose. We then point to the
possible effects that privacy concerns have on the
success of contact tracing technologies.
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1. Introduction
The novel Coronavirus has led to a global

their points of view regarding a new tracking

pandemic that seriously threatens the health and

technology. These circumstances also allow us

well-being of billions of people. Given the absence

to examine a phenomenon we will call “privacy

of a vaccine or a cure, health authorities are

shock”: a situation in which citizens have to

turning to non-medical interventions, such as case

respond immediately to a new privacy challenge.

isolation and quarantine, social distancing and

Understanding this phenomenon can be helpful in

hygiene measures, to reduce virus transmission.

designing and evaluating large scale technological

The pandemic puts pressure on governments

public health interventions during this global

to develop new policies, mechanisms, and

pandemic. More generally, the case study can

technologies, in ways that would have been

help policymakers recognize important aspects

deemed quite inconceivable before the pandemic.

of surveillance technologies that are sometimes

In this report, we are focusing on contact tracing

overlooked: specifically, the negative externalities

technologies (CTTs), which identify people who

of surveillance, which are not always apparent,

might have been exposed to COVID-19 positive

leaving the discourse murky and unfocused. The

people and aim to isolate them before they spread

concept of a “privacy shock” can help us focus

the virus further.

our attention and isolate various effects that are

Countries differ in terms of the
type of technologies they develop,
the way they frame and regulate
CTTs, the way citizens react and
behave with the given technology,
and the overall success of the
technology in curbing the spread
of the epidemic.

otherwise hidden.

2. Contact Tracing
Technologies
CTTs are central to curbing the spread of the
virus, by quickly identifying infected people
(usually those who have symptoms), gathering
information about their recent contacts and

The Coronavirus crisis has highlighted how

ordering those contacts to self-quarantine, in

different governments are responding. Countries

order to interrupt further transmission of the

differ in terms of the type of technologies they

epidemic1. Contact tracing is not new: It has

develop, the way they frame and regulate CTTs,

been used to prevent the spread of epidemical

the way citizens react and behave with the

diseases such as HIV, Ebola and tuberculosis. The

given technology, and the overall success of the

widespread nature of the COVID-19 crisis and the

technology in curbing the spread of the epidemic.

explosion of mobile smartphone adoption have

This case study of contact tracing in Israel is
fascinating for several reasons. First, Israeli

led to an intense effort to design and deploy CTTs
that is unprecedented in scale and sophistication.

citizens interacted with two types of contact

The effectiveness of CTTs is under serious debate.

tracing technologies: voluntary and involuntary.

Simulation-based studies have shown that CTTs

This creates a “natural experiment” in which

can be effective in epidemiological models, with

we can assess how people respond and form

the potential of bringing epidemics under control

German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program
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if contacts of positive cases are isolated
quickly enough2. If the adoption rates are
high enough, the combination of isolation and
contact tracing/quarantining can bring R, the
effective reproduction number, below 1 and,
therefore, effectively control the epidemic3.
However, other analyses have shown that
introduction of CTTs can reduce the number
of transmissions also at fairly low levels of
uptake, while minimizing the impact on the
rest of the population4.

Research Paper

3. Typology of CTT
Architectures
Many countries have developed and deployed
various types of CTT5.

These technologies can be
distinguished by how centralized
they are, how much control they
provide to the user, how they
infer contacts between people
and how they handle personal
information privacy.
The most crucial distinction can be made between
voluntary and non-voluntary designs. Most
CTTs rely on voluntary participation, in which
individuals need to download and install an
app on their phones. Singapore’s TraceTogether
App uses Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)6 and
local matching with official data about the
locations of infected people. Some countries
employ involuntary CTT designs. For example,
South Korea7 and Israel (in addition to its use
of voluntary CTT),8 rely on cellular traces from
mobile carriers for tracking contacts. Other CTTs
are used in ways that make installation practically
mandatory, such as the Chinese Tencent app,
which regulates access to public areas9. CTTs
can employ different types of privacy enhancing
technologies. For example, the Google/Apple
COVID-19 Exposure Notification API uses random
BLE signals, which provide a certain level of
anonymity to contact tracing10.

German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program
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Figure 1.

Timeline of Implementation of Contact Tracing Technologies in Israel

Milestones in the application of the two Israeli contact tracing technologies, juxtaposed on a
graph of the number of new daily COVID-19 cases in Israel (on a logarithmic scale).

3.1. T
 he HaMagen Contact
Tracing App
In Israel, two contact tracing technologies have

matching with official data about infected people’s

been implemented during the Coronavirus

whereabouts. In the second version, HaMagen 2.0,

pandemic: HaMagen (“the Shield,” in Hebrew), a

deployed on July 28,12 had added BLE support (but

contact tracing application that was developed by

without using the Google/Apple COVID-19 Exposure

the Ministry of Health, and centralized cellular

Notification API).

tracking that is operated by Israel’s General
Security Services (GSS), dubbed “The Tool.”
HaMagen was deployed on March 22, 2020.11 The
first version, HaMagen 1.0, was based on ongoing
local storage of users’ location data, and local

German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program
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Figure 2.

Architecture of the HaMagen Contact Tracing App
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The contact tracing process in HaMagen can be

the locations and BLE messages to the server. Each

divided into two stages: ongoing data collection

app regularly retrieves the list of locations and

and handling of epidemiological isolation.

message IDs. If there is a match with the locations

Under normal circumstances, the app collects

or the messages received from a COVID-19 positive

information about the visited locations (using

person, the user is notified and is asked to contact

the mobile phone’s GPS and Wi-Fi positioning

the health authorities.

capabilities). Beginning with HaMagen 2.0, the
app also receives messages from nearby phones
through BLE. These messages contain randomly
assigned IDs, and theoretically cannot be used to

Links to download HaMagen 1.0 were available
on the Health Ministry Website, but it was
not widely promoted in the media. Even with

identify the nearby phone.

limited exposure, about 1.5 million people have

When an individual is identified as COVID-19

uninstalled it, according to the Health Ministry’s

positive, they are briefed by an epidemiological

response to a Supreme Court appeal.13 However,

investigation team. The locations they visited

the second version was only downloaded by 22,000

within the past two weeks are fed into a simple

people, and by then most users have uninstalled

centralized server. If the individual has the

the first version14.

downloaded the app, and 400,000 people have

HaMagen app installed, they can decide to upload

German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program
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Image 1.

HaMagen Website and Screenshot of the App

3.2. GSS Cellular Tracking
The second technology, The Tool, is based on

the use of this technology for contact tracing

centralized cellular tracking operated by Israel’s

on March 16, 2020, claiming that the GSS is the

General Security Services (GSS). This technology

only entity that has the means to quickly and

is based on the surveillance of all of the cellular

efficiently deploy contact tracing technology.17

phones operating in Israel through the cellular

Due to petitions to Israel’s High Court of Justice,

companies’ data

centers.15

According to news

the government suspended use of The Tool on

sources, it routinely collects information from

June 8, but then reinstated it under temporary

cellular companies and identifies the location of

statutory provisions on July 1, 2020.18 On July 20,

all phones through cellular antenna triangulation

a supplementary bill was enacted that authorized

and GPS data, but only makes use of it with a

the GSS to use The Tool, as long as the number of

court

order.16

The Israeli government authorized

German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program

new confirmed cases is higher than 200.19
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Figure 3.

Architecture of the GSS Cellular Tracing Technology (“The Tool”)
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The Tool’s contact tracing process is based on

Image 2.

constant location tracking carried out through

Text Message from the Ministry of Health

Israel’s cellular companies. As illustrated in
Figure 3, every cell phone’s location is tracked
using a mixture of GPS locations transmitted
through cellular protocols and cellular antenna
triangulation. When an individual is identified
as COVID-19 positive, they are briefed by the
epidemiological investigation teams, and the
locations they visited during the previous two
weeks are fed into The Tool. Following instructions
given by the health authorities, the system analyzes
the location data and pinpoints individuals who
were in close proximity to the COVID-positive
person. Contact details for individuals identified
by The Tool are then sent to the health authorities,
who notify them via text message (see Image 2)
that they must self-quarantine. The system does
not let people know the location or the exact time
of their interaction with the infected individual.

German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program

With this message, the recipient is informed that, according to an
epidemiological investigation, they have been in close proximity
to a verified Coronavirus patient and must enter home quarantine.
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4. Privacy Analysis of the
Technologies
In the short time since CCTs have been developed,
we have seen several distinct architectures, with
very different implications for privacy. The design
of CTTs varies and can include the collection and
processing of personally identifying information
about people’s location, their movements, and
their contacts.

Contact tracing, especially if
involuntary, has an immediate and
substantial negative impact on
citizens’ privacy, which may affect
their trust in the government and
sense of social solidarity.

German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program
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To analyze the potential privacy harms, we turn
to a meta privacy engineering approach that
analyzes the system’s data flows, protections and
potential harms.20 The criteria for analyzing the
privacy impact are based on questions relating to
four categories:
● User Sphere Data: what data is gathered by the
CCT and is controlled by the user?
● System Sphere Data: what data is gathered by
the CCT and is controlled by the system?
● User Control: can users control their personally
identifiable information, and if so, how?
● Privacy protections: which additional privacy
protections are in place, such as policies and
oversight?
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Table 1.

Privacy Analysis of HaMagen and the GSS Tool
Technology

User Sphere Data

System Sphere Data

User Control

Privacy Protections

HaMagen

Device and app
history, location, Wi-Fi
connection, full network
access, prevent device
from sleeping, change
network connectivity

Locations of people who
have tested positive for
COVID-19

Users can actively
decide whether
to install the app,
contact health
authorities, or share
locations with the
system

Location information
is not shared without
user actions. Location
matching is not tracked
by the system

GSS Tool

None: no information is
stored or accessed by
users

The system tracks and
stores the locations of all
cellular subscribers. No
exact information is known
about the accuracy of and
additional information that
is stored

No user control over
data collection.
Users can appeal
quarantine orders
by calling the Health
Ministry

Legal obligations with
GSS oversight

The analysis of the contact tracing technologies

is based on saving and matching information in

displayed in Table 1 shows the fundamental

the user sphere, provides users with a greater level

dissimilarities between the technologies. The main

of control. Users can decide whether to install the

difference stems from the distinct architectures.

app, to quarantine, and to share their locations

HaMagen keeps the data on the phone, which

if they have tested positive for COVID-19. The

means that the data is saved almost exclusively

GSS Tool, on the other hand, provides no level of

in the user sphere, while the GSS tool collects

individual control, a fact that led Israel’s Supreme

locations (and possibly other information), all from

Court to require direct and specific legislation to

the system sphere. HaMagen’s architecture, which

authorize use of the Tool.21

The main difference stems from the distinct
architectures. HaMagen keeps the data on the phone,
which means that the data is saved almost exclusively
in the user sphere, while the GSS tool collects
locations (and possibly other information), all from
the system sphere. HaMagen’s architecture, which is
based on saving and matching information in the user
sphere, provides users with a greater level of control.

German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program
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5. H
 uman Behavior and
Deployment
The actual effectiveness of CTTs is heavily
dependent on people’s choices and behaviors.
Effective use of voluntary CTTs requires enough
people to download, authorize and configure
the applications.22 Users must authorize access
to their phone’s GPS and Bluetooth data. Nonvoluntary CTTs require citizens to carry a mobile
phone on them to be effective. Therefore, to
understand how useful CTTs can be in limiting
the spread of COVID-19 and other infectious
diseases, we need to understand the factors that
impact their adoption and use.
Specifically, we know that privacy concerns
may negatively affect people’s willingness to
use voluntary CTT solutions. Users often refrain
from using or limiting the permissions of
mobile applications if they deviate from privacy

Research Paper

install” contact tracing apps.25 On the other hand,
of a representative sample of 2,000 people in the
United States, just over 30% of Americans indicated
they would download and use a mobile contact
tracing app.26 Contradictions have also arisen
in the results of studies that evaluated the effect
of privacy-oriented design on user approaches.
Li et al. used a vignette study design that did not
find a relation between privacy-focused designs
and willingness to install the application.27
Paradoxically, participants preferred to install apps
that use a centralized server for contact tracing,
rather than designs that provided more privacy
protection through decentralized architectures.
On the other hand, Zhang et al. found significantly
higher levels of support for apps that offer privacy
protections.28 Similarly, Kaptchuk et al. carried out
several surveys in the United States that showed
how perceptions of health benefits and degree
of privacy risk influence people’s willingness to
install contact tracing apps.29

norms.23 Privacy has a complex and sometimes
unpredictable effect on behavioral equilibrium
processes,24 which might lead to low adoption of
CTTs that, in turn, is likely to considerably reduce
their effectiveness. To counter this problem, CTTs
should be designed ex-ante to incorporate strong
privacy guarantees.

To understand how useful CTTs
can be in limiting the spread of
COVID-19 and other infectious
diseases, we need to understand
the factors that impact their
adoption and use.

5.1. I nstallations of Contact
Tracing Apps
To analyze installations and attitudes towards
contact tracing technologies in Israel, we
conducted an online survey between May 4 and
May 7, 2020, that took approximately 15 minutes to
complete. A total of 563 participants completed the
entire survey. We used quota stratified sampling
to approximate the marginal distributions of key
demographic characteristics: religion/ethnicity,
gender and age.

Several early studies have portrayed a

About 32% of our respondents reported that they

contradictory picture of user attitudes towards

had installed the HaMagen application, and 9%

CTTs. In a survey carried out in the United

installed and then uninstalled it. The former figure

Kingdom, the United States, France, Germany

is higher than the officially reported number

and Italy, Milsom et al. have shown that 75% of

of 1.58 million people who installed the app in

all respondents declared they would “definitely

Israel. One possible explanation is that our study

German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program
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population has more years of academic education
than average. Of the rest, about 20% reported that

Research Paper

5.2. Privacy and Deployment

they had not heard about the app. The rest heard

We compared attitudes towards HaMagen to

about it but chose not to install it.

attitudes towards the GSS’s centralized cellular

To analyze the factors that contribute to installing
the application, we only looked at those people
who have either never installed the app or who
currently have it on their phones. We fitted
a logistic regression model to the installation
variable. The likelihood of installing the app is
positively correlated with the perceived community
utility of the application and negatively correlated
with people’s privacy concerns. As Figure 4 shows,
there is a strong positive relationship between the
perceived utility and the probability of installing
the app. Each increase of one unit in the belief in
the utility of the app increases the probability of

contact tracing technology. Overall, we did
not find statistically significant differences in
the approaches towards privacy between the
two architectures. As Figure 5 (left) shows, the
medians and variances visually look very similar.
A Wilcoxon sum test did not find significant
differences (W=17499.0, p=0.15). The differences
between the perceived utility are statistically
significant, but the effect size is rather small.
As Figure 5 (right) shows, the median utility is
identical, but more participants believe that
cellular tracing offers more utility (Wilcoxon sum
test, W=18579.5, p=0.018).

installation by 2.3 units. Moreover, each increase of

These findings show that privacy perceptions

one unit of privacy concern reduces the probability

are important to the installation of contact

of installation by 0.6 units. Other attitudes were

tracing apps. If we can convince people that

not found to be significant. Specifically, attitudes

technology does not track them and threaten their

towards the pandemic, in general, were not found

privacy, they may be more inclined to install it.

to affect installation, nor trust in leaders or even

However, convincing users is not easy. Users do

following health instructions.

not distinguish between privacy threats from a
centralized cellular-tracking app and those from a

Figure 4.

voluntary app. This result confirms the hypothesis

Perceived Utility and the Probability
of Installing the App

that the government has not communicated their
privacy advantages well enough.
People have little trust in involuntary contact
tracing. Their lack of trust might have real
consequences, given the growing acceptance of
behaviors such as avoiding carrying cell phones. If
many people refrain from carrying their phones,
the system’s overall accuracy would deteriorate.
People also indicated low levels of trust that the
government will follow through with the deletion
of the data that has been collected once the
pandemic has abated, which may also push people
to limit their cell phone use.

The figure shows the positive relationship between the belief that
the app can hinder the pandemic and the probability of installing
the app, among those with higher concerns for privacy (in pink) and
lower privacy concerns (in turquoise) compared to the median.
German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program
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Figure 5.

Privacy Concerns and Perceived Utility

Comparison between the HaMagen application (in turquoise) and cellular tracking (in pink) with regards to their perceived utility
(graph on the right) and the privacy concerns they evoke (graph on the left).

5.3. Mitigating Errors
The Israeli experience with contact tracing

appeal mechanism was set up a few days after the

technologies also sheds light of the some of their

deployment, the Ministry of Health Hotline was

shortcomings. The GSS Tool redeployment in

overwhelmed by phone calls. These events led to

July 2020 has led to revelations concerning the

increasing acknowledgement in the media and

weakness of centralized contact tracing. During

among the public that the GSS’s tool was not as

the first week of deployment, 70,949 people

accurate and as useful as it was claimed to be.

received text messages from the Ministry of Health
notifying them that they had been in contact
with a person carrying the Coronavirus and thus
had to self-quarantine. Of them, 70,051 were
identified solely by the GSS.30 Many individuals
who received this notification thought that they
were misidentified as having been in contact with
a person with Coronavirus. Many were not told
where the contact reportedly took place, and at
the beginning of the redeployment there was no
way to appeal the quarantine order.31 When an

German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program

The errors in identification and the public’s
problematic interaction with the technology
led to an erosion of trust in contact tracing and
in the government’s response to the pandemic.
According to the State Comptroller’s October 27
report, 3.5% to 4.7% of those told to quarantine
based on the GSS’s surveillance methods
contracted the Coronavirus, compared with 24%
of those told to quarantine by an epidemiological
investigation team.32 The Tool unnecessarily sent
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into quarantine three to eight times as many

become an urgent task for health authorities.

people than epidemiological studies.

However, even though surveillance technologies

The errors in identification and the
public’s problematic interaction
with the technology led to an
erosion of trust in contact tracing
and in the government’s response
to the pandemic.
According to the Health Ministry, about 60% of
the appeals against self-quarantine orders due to
contact with a verified Coronavirus patient were
granted.33 The sheer number of acknowledged
errors led to mistrust in the technology’s accuracy
and specificity. At the same time, the lack of
explanations and accountability from the GSS
created a lack of engagement and a sense of
resentment.34 News outlets have reported on
calls for citizens to avoid bringing their phones
to

demonstrations35

and other public events. This

may seem to be a “silver bullet” in a fight against
a pandemic that spreads through interactions
between individuals, our analysis here reveals a
much more complicated picture.
The Israeli case study shows that even if the road
to mass surveillance is a quick one, it might not
lead to better outcomes.

Deploying these technologies
rapidly, during the uncertainty of
the pandemic, led to a “privacy
shock,” with citizens, government
and organizations struggling to
understand and assess the new
informational norms.
In Israel, we found that citizens have difficulties
in differentiating between the HaMagen app and

failure correlates with and further contributes

The Tool, even though their impact on privacy is

to a lack of trust in the authorities managing

dramatically different. Overall, we see that privacy

the pandemic. A survey conducted by the Israel

has a substantial effect on people’s decisions to

Democracy Institute in mid-July 2020 shows a

install applications and in the way they adjust their

collapse in public trust towards both the Prime

behavior to the new technologies.

Minister and the health

authorities.36

Health

officials report that they believe that about 50%
of people who are supposed to be in quarantine
are ignoring the requirement.37 The last point
demonstrates the importance of public trust. Even
if cellular tracking identifies all transmissions,
how useful can it be if people don’t trust it?

The Israeli case study shows that contact tracing
requires strong cooperation from citizens. People
need to install applications, take their phones
when they go outside, give truthful answers when
briefed, self-quarantine themselves when they
are asked to, and make many other diverse and
difficult decisions. As attitudes towards The Tool
demonstrate, when trust in the procedure erodes,

6. Conclusions

people’s behavior can drive down the effectiveness
of the technology. We see that Israel’s decision
to rely on involuntary mass surveillance did not

Israel responded to the pandemic by quickly

lead to containing the Coronavirus pandemic.

deploying surveillance and tracking technologies.

Privacy concerns and an erosion of trust have led

Stopping the spread of the Coronavirus, with its

people to engage in insurgent behaviors, such as

health, economic and political implications, has

leaving their phones at home and uninstalling

German-Israeli Tech Policy Dialog Program
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applications. Unfortunately, these attitudes
towards the GSS Tool also seem to have a spillover
effect on more privacy-minded technologies, such
as the MaHagen app. Overall, the Israeli case study
can be seen today, in Fall 2020, as a cautionary tale
about alienating citizens while failing to reap the
promised health benefits.
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